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A System Dynamics Model For The Simulation
Of A Non Multi Echelon Supply Chain:
Analysis and Optimization Utilizing
The Berkeley Madonna Software
C. Caballini, R. Revetria
optimize the inventory levels of a non–echelon supply chain
consisting of five levels - customer, retailer, wholesaler,
distributor and factory, developed by Robert Macey and
George Oster at the University of California.
Because the management of a complex inventory model is
too difficult to analyze with traditional analytical
mathematical methods, it has decided to utilize computer
simulation, and in particular the system dynamics
methodology.
System dynamics is a well-known method for analyzing
supply chain systems because it can prognosticate and model
in an effective way the behavior of a complex system and
improve its performances. System- Dynamics is a computeraided approach for analyzing and solving complex problems
with a focus on policy analysis and design. Initially called
‘Industrial Dynamics’ (Forrester 1961), the field developed
from the work of Jay W. Forrester at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. System Dynamics has its origins in
control engineering and management; the approach uses a
perspective based on information feedback and delays to
understand the dynamic behavior of complex physical,
biological, and social systems. Forrester (1961) defines
Industrial Dynamics as “... the study of the information
feedback characteristics of industrial activity to show how
organizational structure, amplification (in policies), and time
delays (in decision and actions) interact to influence the
success ox the enterprise. It treats the interactions between the
flows of information, money, orders, materials, personnel, and
capital equipment in a company, an industry, or a national
economy…”. The elements of system dynamics diagrams are
feedback, accumulation of flows into stocks and time delays.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains an
introduction to the reference context and to the system
dynamics approach, together with the objectives of the paper.
The utilized research methodology and the system dynamics
model developed utilizing the Berkeley Madonna software are
showed in section 2; moreover some assumptions and
simplifications are highlighted. In section 3 the obtained
results are presented; in particular the “bullwhip effect” is
showed and its main causes are explained. Section 4 presents
an optimization of the different supply chain inventory levels
as a way to reduce the bullwhip effect and, consequently, the
total costs. Finally, in section 5, conclusions and
recommendations are presented.

Abstract — In today’s global market, managing the entire supply
chain becomes a key factor for a successful business. World-class
organizations realize that non-integrated manufacturing and
distribution processes together with poor relationships with suppliers
and customers are a huge limit for their success.
One of the most important aspect affecting the performance of a
supply chain is the management of inventories. Inventory
management in the supply chain system is quite a complex issue
because demand at the upstream stage is dependent on orders from
the downstream stage, and the final downstream stage receives orders
from the market in uncertain conditions. Uncertainty is one of the
major obstacle which limits the creation of an effective supply chain
inventory model, able to optimize times and costs.
Being the management of a complex inventory model too difficult
to analyze with traditional analytical mathematical methods,
computer simulation is widely used to study this kind of problems.
This paper has the goal of modeling a single echelon supply chain
and optimizing its inventories levels so to reduce the bullwhip effect
and consequently minimize the supply chain costs. The supply chain
here proposed consists of five stages – customer, retailer, wholesaler,
distributor and factory – and its modeling is carried out through a
system dynamics approach, utilizing the Berkeley Madonna software.

Keywords— bullwhip effect, inventory optimization, single
echelon supply chain, system dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION

C

considering and managing supply chains as a connection
of tightly integrated stages that have a common final goal
to pursue is nowadays mandatory for the good success of all
the companies involved in the supply chain. As a matter of
fact it has been frequently demonstrated that the lack of
coordination and integration between the actors involved in
the same supply chain, has brought to disruptive effects, such
as loss in profits or unexpected costs. Among the critical
success factor for the success of a supply chain, it can be
identified the management of the inventories.
The objective of this paper is to model, simulate and
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II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND SPECIFICATIONS

Due to the high complexity of the real world, supply chains
are often characterized by more than one echelon. Besides
each echelon may consist of more than one facility, which
may include more than one upstream supplier or downstream
customer. For example, a distribution centre may replenish
different products from different suppliers and delivery these
products to different retailers.
However, for a matter of model simplicity, the system
dynamics model developed in this research represents a single
echelon supply chain consisting of five stages: customer,
retailer, wholesaler, distributor and factor, with their
corresponding inventories.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

TESTING

OPTIMIZATION

RESULTS AND
CONCLUSIONS

Fig.2 Research methodology
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2.1 Assumptions and simplifications
Few assumptions and simplifications have been made on
the model.
First it has been assumed that the system is not multi
echelon, namely there are only one factory, one distributor,
one wholesaler and one retailer.
Besides, the factory is characterized by a maximum
capacity constraint and the transportation time has been set to
2 days, with no variability.
Moreover the capacity of trucks – expressed in number of
pallets – is not specified, meaning that it is not taken into
account in the proposed model. This means that all the ordered
quantities that are on stock are shipped to the next module,
regardless to the capacity of the truck and the number of
pallets that it can house.
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Fig.1 Model framework and flows

As figure 1 shows, orders are placed from customers
towards manufacturing, while goods flow in the opposite
direction. Downstream, each actor of the chain is interfaced
with one single customer, whose orders has to be satisfied by
him. Upstream each stage is linked with one single supplier to
whom orders are placed.
The supply chain here proposed is considered as a “pull
system”. This means that, typically, when a customer places
an order to the retailer, the latter, as long as he has sufficient
inventory on hand (on the contrary, a backlog is created),
fulfills it. After the order fulfillment the retailer checks its
inventory and if it is lower than its reorder point, he places an
order to the upstream supplier, which is represented by the
wholesaler, in order to avoid possible future stock outs. The
preceding upstream supplier receives the order from the
retailer, fulfills it, and then delivers it to the retailer. So the
supplier checks its inventory to see whether or not to place an
order to his supplier. The process will be continuing until the
supplier is the final supplier of the supply chain. It can be said
that the demand pull backwards the production process.
The research approach which has been followed to analyze
this system behavior pattern and to find the optimum
inventory level for each sector of the supply chain is shown in
figure 2. First a conceptualization and specification of the
problem has been faced. So, after the choice of a suitable
system dynamics software (namely the Berkeley Madonna
system), a model for the single echelon supply chain has been
developed. After a phase of testing of the model to proof its
validity, an optimization of all the inventory levels of the
different supply chain phases have been carried out. Finally
results have been evaluated and the related conclusions have
been derived.
Issue 4, Volume 2, 2008

2.2 Model development
Figure 3 provides a part of the model developed with the
Berkeley Madonna software.

Fig.3 A part of the system dynamics model

Each level of the supply chain corresponds to a particular
sub module.
The retailer module is designed to perform all the functions
typical of a retailer. It is the only module that receives orders
from outside customers. The main processes concerning the
retailer module include order processing, shipment
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consolidation and inventory replenishment. More in detail, the
retailer receives the customer orders and if its inventory is
enough, it fills them otherwise they are backordered to await
completion until the inventory becomes available. After the
fulfillment, orders are consolidated for their delivering and
finally they are delivered to the customers.
The distributor and wholesaler modules perform activities
similar to the retailer one with the only exception that they
refer to different suppliers and customers.
Finally the factory module is designed to accomplish the
typical factory functions. Being the focus of this study on a
production-distribution system, the module has been designed
at a high level, which means that material procurement have
not been here considered. So the factory module, whose main
goal is to receive and fulfill orders coming from the distributor
level, has been designed in a make-to-order fashion and with
limited capacity.
Finally, a customer module has been designed to
accomplish the role of a customer that places an order directly
to the retailer and does not have any connection to the other
modules of the chain.
In general, when a stock out occurs two alternative policies
can be considered: lost sale or backorder. The lost sale policy
means that when there is an out of stock, the relative demand
is lost, while the backorder policy means that when an out of
stock occurs, the corresponding demand is backordered and
filled as soon as an adequate sized replenishment arrives. In
this model it has been chosen to adopt the backlog policy. In
other words if the retailer, for instance, has sufficient products
on stock, the customer receives the desired quantity. If not, the
orders are accumulated in the backlog of the retailer, and the
customer receives the desired products only after that they
have been shipped from the wholesaler to the retailer.
The inventories included in the model represent both
traditional inventories and in transit inventories (that means
products transported by trucks) and more precisely: the retail
store inventory, the goods being transferred from the
wholesaler to the retailer, the wholesaler inventory, the goods
being transferred from the distributor to the wholesaler, the
distributor inventory, the goods being transferred from the
manufacturer to the distributor, the factory inventory and the
goods in production.
Hereafter the whole process regarding the proposed non
echelon supply chain is described more in detail.
The retail store places orders to the wholesaler according to
the desired levels of its pipeline inventories, the actual levels
of these inventories, the amount of sales and its backlog. The
wholesaler places orders to the distributor according to its
inventory, the retailer order rate and its backlog, and the
distributor centre makes order to the factory using analogous
variables. The parameters that influence the order decision are
the “Inventory Adjustment Time” and the “Transfer
Adjustment Time” which represent the speed with which the
discrepancies between the current inventories (for the first
one) or the pipelines (for the second one) and their desired
levels are corrected. The order is not realized by the next
module immediately. In fact, there is an order processing
Issue 4, Volume 2, 2008

delay represented by “Delayed Order Rate”, so goods are
shipped from the corresponding inventory according to the
Delayed Order Rate. They spend some time on the way, which
has been modeled by the stock "Goods Transferred", and
finally they reach the store inventory. The difference between
the order rate and the shipments gives the Backlog.
The manufacturer places orders according to the desired
levels of its pipeline inventories, the actual levels of these
inventories, and the orders placed by the distributor. The
parameters that influence the order decision are the
“Manufacturing Inventory Adjustment Time” which
represents the speed with which the discrepancy between the
current inventory and its desired levels is corrected and the
“Production Adjustment Time”, corresponding to the time
needed to adjust the production to the desired level. The
“Manufacturing Order Rate” is limited by the “Maximum
Capacity”. Goods spend time in production, represented by the
stock "Goods in Production" and when they come out of
production they enter the “Factory Inventory”.
Moreover the “Customer Order Rate” is the volume of
demand that enters the retailer store.
Research on production and inventory literature indicates
that the costs relevant in an inventory system are represented
by the procurement costs, the costs associated with the
existence of inventories and with stock outs (lost sales). The
costs of the retail store consists of transportation and inventory
costs. The cost of lost sales is embedded in the profit
calculation.
In the following all the model equations at the basis of the
described model will be showed.
The customer order rate is a function of time that can be
changed over time in order to observe the inventories’
variation according to different order demand patterns (figure
4).

Fig.4 Customer order function (Berkeley Madonna Software
interface)

The customer ship reduces the store inventory level and
triggers the store ordering decision.
The part of the pipeline involving the retailer has mainly
two inventories: the “Retailer Inventory” and the “Warehouse
Goods Transferred” from the wholesaler inventory to the retail
store. The decision of ordering, taken by the retailer, takes into
account the desired levels of the two types of inventories, their
actual levels, their adjustment times and the amount of sales
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(customer ships).
The retailer order rate for the retailer (R) is calculated
according to equation (1):

downstream stage, which is the rate at which the items arrive
at the inventory.
The goods that the store receives, expressed as “Store
Receiving”, is calculated by equation (5).
(5)

(1)

The order rate for the wholesaler (W), is calculated as
shown in equation (2). The order rates for the distributor and
the factory are analogous.

The backlog of a particular stage is the part of the order that
can not be met from the inventory of that stage and it is
backordered. Equation (6) expresses the backlog for the
wholesaler.

(2)

(6)
The effective inventory, expressed as “Eff Inv”, is the
inventory level obtained subtracting the backlog of that level
from its current inventory. Equation (7) provides the effective
inventory for the wholesaler, as example. The other stages are
similar.

The desired inventory, expressed as “Des Inv”, is the level
of inventory that the store tries to keep on hand, because it is
considered to be the optimal one.
As already specified, the inventory adjustment time,
expressed as “Inv Adj Time”, is the speed with which the
discrepancy between the inventory and its desired level is
corrected. Analogously, the transfer adjustment time,
expressed as “Transfer Adj Time,” is the speed with which the
discrepancies between the desired level of goods in transit
(“Des Transfers”) and the level of goods actually transferred
(“Goods Transferred”) are corrected. These two speeds are an
input to the model.
More specifically, the desired level of in transit goods
represents the level of goods that must be kept in transit in
order to assure the steady flow of goods in the pipeline. It
depends on the sales (“Shipped Goods”) and on the amount of
time that passes from the shipment of the inventory goods
until their exposure on the retail store shelves or, in other
words, it is the time the items take on the way from an
upstream inventory to a downstream inventory (“Ship and Rec
Lead Time”). It is calculated by equation (3).

(7)
The desired level of goods in production, expressed as “Des
Goods in Prod”, is the level of goods that must be kept in
production to assure the steady flow of goods in the pipeline.
It depends on the production rate (“Prod Lead Time”) which
takes into account the amount of time that goods spend in
going through all the production steps, and on the amount of
shipments from the factory (“ShipfromF”). It is calculated as
in (8).
(8)

The production order, given by “Production Orders”, is the
actual amount of production that is started every period; it is
limited by the maximum capacity of the factory (“Max
Capacity”). It is calculated by equation (9).

(3)
(9)
Shipments, expressed as “Ship from D” in the case of the
distributor, are the number of items that are shipped
correspondingly from the distributor to the retailer inventory.
It is the minimum between the inventory of the distributor D
and the sum of the its backlog “Delay Order Rate” of the
wholesaler. It is calculated as shown by (4).

The level of goods in production is increased by
“Production Orders” and decreased by the “Production Rate”,
which expresses the rate at which items come out of
production. The production lead time, expressed as “Prod
Lead Time”, is the amount of time that items spend in the
production process. The rate of production, expressed as
“Production Rate”, is calculated by equation (10).

(4)

(10)
Of course, the shipments from the other stages of the supply
chain are calculated analogously.
Focusing on the goods in transit, the level of “Goods
Transferred” is increased by the goods shipped from the
upstream level and it is decreased by goods received from the
Issue 4, Volume 2, 2008

The factory inventory, expressed as “F Inv”, is increased by
the “Production Rate” (input flow) and decreased by the “Ship
from F” (output flow), as shown in figure 5.
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When a first simulation run is made, the values of the
different variables are not stabilized yet. The values of the
internal variables and the output parameters are not
representative and are subject to great changes. However the
model here presented is an example of a non-ending system;
in fact it is characterized by a beginning situation that can run
forever. This means that there is no possibility to point out a
point in time where the system has reached a steady state. So it
has been decided to set the simulation period to 30 days (the
time unit of the model is one day).
The verification of distributed models is more difficult than
the one of non-distributed models (ignoring the differences in
the model logic and size). This happens because when
something goes not as expected, the source of the problem is
hard to find. It is possible that a problem in one module is
caused by an error in another module. In this way it is not
possible to isolate problems easily and in many cases multiple
(long lasting) runs are necessary to find a problem and to solve
it.
The following graphs show the result obtained by the model
simulations. The graph in figure 6 shows the relationships
between the customer order rate and the retailer inventory for
a time period of 30 days. As easy to observe, peaks and
valleys of the retailer curve (in blue color) are much more
amplified in respect to the customer one (in red).
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Fig.5 Basic dynamics of the factory inventory

More in general, as partially shown in figure 3, all
inventories, backlogs and revenues are represented with
stocks, which means that they are state variables, whose levels
are increased by specific inflows and are decreased by
outflows.
Let us now focus on the profits of the various supply chain
stages, given through the computation of costs and revenues.
The costs to be sustained by each actor can be split in
transportation costs and inventory costs. These two cost terms,
expressed in the model as “Inv Costs” and “Transp costs”, are
calculated by equation (11) and (12).
(11)

(12)

The sum of inventory and transportation costs gives the
daily costs, expressed as “Daily Rev Costs”, which add up to
make the cumulative R/W/D/F Costs (equation (13)).
Daily revenues are instead calculated by multiplying the
sales and the price, as shown in equation (14), and they are
added up to create the cumulative revenues. Finally, profit is
calculated by the difference between revenues and costs equation (15).
(13)
Fig.6 Customer order rate (red line) and retailer inventory (blue
line)

(14)

Figure 7 represents the factory inventory trend over the
simulation period. It can be seen that in some points the
inventory rapidly increases and after those it rapidly decreases.
This is due to the unpredicted behavior of the customer, which
is placed far away for it especially in terms of information
flows.

(15)
Moreover it must be underlined that the output model
variables are represented by the Retailer Inventory, the
Wholesaler Inventory, the Distributor Inventory, the Factory
Inventory, the Customer Order Rate, the Retailer Profit, the
Wholesaler Profit, the Distributor Profit and the Factory
Profit.
III. TESTING AND RESULTS
After having developed the model, the verification phase
has been approached. Only after this step, results could be
properly analyzed.
Verification is the process of determining if a model
implementation accurately represents the developer’s
conceptual description and specifications.
Issue 4, Volume 2, 2008
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Fig.7 Factory inventory

Fig.10 Customer order (red line), retailer (blue line) – wholesaler
(orange line) – distributor (green line) – factory (black line) inventory

Figure 8 represents the distributor inventory distribution. It
is evident that peak values are decreasing in respect to the
factory inventory distribution.

Curves in figure 11 represent instead the profit of each stage
of the supply chain, for a period of 30 days (retailer profit in
green line, distributor profit in orange, wholesaler profit in
blue and factory profit in pink).

Fig.8 Distributor inventory

Finally, figure 9 shows the wholesaler inventory
distribution. In contrast to the previous graphs, amplitudes are
smaller. The reason for that is to be found in the closer
relationship of the wholesaler with the final customer.

Fig.11 Retailer, Wholesaler, Distributor and Factory profits

Variations of the values of the profit in figure 11 are due to
the fact that it is calculated for each day. Obviously, when the
inventory level is high the profit decreases, caused by the
higher inventory costs for keeping items on stock. On the
opposite, when the inventory level is lower, inventory costs
are lower too and the profit is higher. The retailer is
characterized by almost steady profit because it has direct
connection to the customer and so it is better informed about
the quantity to keep on stock. Moreover, the retailer has the
smallest inventory capacity and so the lowest inventory costs.
This is also due to the fact that the inventory cost per unit has
been set to 1 for all the modules in the considered supply
chain. This means that, if the inventory unit is varied
according to the quantity on stock of the different actors
(according to the economy of scale), a more balanced
distribution among the different curves can be reached.
In conclusion, when the customer order demand increases
the inventory level of the retailer reduces and this reflects into
a bigger order that the retailer places to the wholesaler. As a
matter of fact, the retailer wants to increase the level of its
inventory in order to fulfill an eventual next up going

Fig.9 Wholesaler inventory

Figure 10 is instead the representation of the combined
distributions of customer order rate, retailer inventory,
wholesaler inventory, distributor inventory and factory
inventory.

Issue 4, Volume 2, 2008
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customer demand and at the same time minimize the risk of
going out of stock. However, if unexpectedly the demand
decreases, the retailer finds more items on stock than needed.
Because the system actually is a chain, the same
dependency occurs with the other participants in the chain. In
particular the factory, being in the last position of the
information chain, in the case of a bigger market demand, sees
its inventory rapidly increasing, with a consequent
unnecessary big amount of items.
In supply chain management literature this is known as the
“Bullwhip Effect”. More precisely the bullwhip effect is a
tendency according to which small changes in end-consumer
demand are amplified as moving further up the supply chain.
This cause distortion to the whole system and potential loss in
profits if not well managed.
Research into the bullwhip effect has identified five major
factors that cause the effect. These factors interact with each
other in different combinations in different supply chains but
the net effect is that they generate the wild demand swings that
make an efficient supply chain very hard to be run. More
specifically they are represented by: demand forecasting, order
batching, product rationing, product pricing and performance
incentives.
Demand forecasting based on orders received by the
downstream stage instead of on end user demand data will
inherently become more and more inaccurate as it moves up
the supply chain. Companies that are removed from contact
with the end user can lose touch with actual market demand if
they view their role as simply filling the orders placed with
them by their immediate customers.
Order batching occurs because companies place orders
periodically for amounts of product that will minimize their
order processing and transportation costs. Companies tend to
order in lot sizes determined by the EOQ (economic order
quantity). Because of order batching, these orders vary from
the level of actual demand and this variance is magnified as it
moves up the supply chain. The way to address demand
distortion caused by order batching is to find ways to reduce
the cost of order processing and transportation.
Product rationing is the response that manufacturers take
when they are faced with more demand than they can meet.
One common rationing approach is for a manufacturer to
allocate the available supply of product based on the number
of orders received.
As far as regards product pricing, it causes product prices to
fluctuate, resulting in distortions of product demand. If special
sales are offered and product prices are lowered, this will
induce customers to buy more product or to buy product
sooner than they otherwise would (forward buying).Then
prices return to normal levels and demand falls off. Instead of
a smooth flow of products through the supply chain, price
fluctuations can create waves of demand and surges of product
flow that are hard to handle efficiently.
Finally, performance incentives are often different for
different companies and individuals in a supply chain. Each
company can see its job as managing its position in isolation
from the rest of the supply chain. Within companies,
Issue 4, Volume 2, 2008

individuals can also see their job in isolation from the rest of
the company. It is common for companies to structure
incentives that reward a company’s sales force on sales made
each month or each quarter. Therefore as the end of a month
or a quarter approaches, the sales force offers discounts and
takes other measures to move product in order to meet quotas.
This results in product for which there is no real demand being
pushed into the supply chain.
The bullwhip effect is not harmful by itself, but because of
its consequences:
• Excessive inventory investments: since the bullwhip effect
makes the demand more unpredictable, all companies need to
safeguard themselves against the variations to avoid stockouts;
• Poor customer service levels: despite the excessive
inventory levels mentioned in the first consequence, demand
unpredictability may cause stockouts anyway;
• Lost revenues: in addition to the poor customer service
levels of the second consequence, stockouts may also cause
lost revenues;
• Reduced productivity: since revenues are lost, operations
are less cost efficient;
• More difficult decision-making: decisions-makers react to
demand fluctuations and adapt (production and inventory)
capacities to meet peak demands;
• Sub-optimal transportation: transportation planning is
made more difficult by demand uncertainties induced by the
bullwhip effect;
• Sub-optimal production: as transportation, greater demand
unpredictability causes missed production schedules.

IV. INVENTORIES OPTIMIZATION
One of the way to reduce the bullwhip effect is to optimize
the level of inventory for each stage of the supply chain. In
order to do that, the optimizer provided by Berkeley Madonna
software has been utilized. The goal is to find, for each stage
of the supply chain, the optimum level of inventory able to
minimize the total costs.
The graphs below represent the results obtained by the
optimization of the different supply chain inventories.
Figure 12 puts into comparison the factory inventory before
and after the optimization. As it can be seen the optimized
inventory shows a smoothed oscillation along the time with
lower values of products on stock. In other words, after
optimizing the inventory decreases significantly with a direct
reflection on the correspondent inventory costs. We have
obtained the optimum inventory level at each moment of time,
that allow the minimum total costs guaranteeing the
satisfaction of the distributor demand as well.
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Fig.13 Distributor inventory before (upper graph) and after (lower
graph) the optimization

Figure 14 highlights the results obtained before and after the
optimization of the wholesaler inventory. In this case the
inventory slightly increases in order to better satisfy the
retailer needs.

Fig.12 Factory inventory before (upper graph) and after (lower
graph) the optimization

Going downstream the supply chain, the same concept can
be applied to the distributor inventory (figure 13). The
procedure for optimizing the distributor inventory level in the
Berkeley Madonna system is the same for each stage. As a
result of the optimization the inventory level of the distributor
is again reduced in each period of time.

Fig.14 Wholesaler inventory before (upper graph) and after (lower
graph) the optimization

Finally, graphs in figure 15 present the results related to the
optimization of the retailer inventory. The deviation from the
initial values before is optimization is negligible, meaning that
the level of inventory before optimization was already
optimized, so allowing the minimum inventory costs.

Issue 4, Volume 2, 2008
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information, either in the form of improved communication
along the supply chain or (presumably) better forecasts.
Because managers realize that the end-user demand is more
predictable than the demand experienced by factories, they
attempt to ignore signals being sent through the supply chain,
focusing instead on the end-user demand. This approach
ignores day-to-day fluctuations in favor of the running level.
Another solution is to reduce or eliminate delays along the
supply chain. In both real and simulated supply chains, cutting
order-to-delivery time by half can cut supply chain
fluctuations by 80%. This can both bring savings from the
reduced inventory carry costs and cut operating costs because
less capacity is needed to handle extreme demand fluctuations.
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